Ford edge stereo

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Ford Edge based on all problems reported for the Edge. The Ford sync
system stopped working I can not charge my phone the radio doesn't play nor does the back up
camera work on the vehicle. See all problems of the Ford Edge. Rear view camera. The screen
went to blue when I put me car in reverse. I backed out of driveway and put car in drive screen
went black, then blue. When I came to stop sign the camera came on showing the street behind
me. Started driving and camera stayed on while driving. Second stop screen went blue then
black. Car is still in drive, proceeded on my way. Camera started flashing between blue, black
and showing road behind me. This has happened 3 times once in April, this incident in June and
once in August. I did reset to see if that worked and it did for a couple of weeks. With covid
restrictions. I am not doing a lot of traveling I can't duplicate it or why it happens, I thought
maybe car had to be warm that isn't it. Just when it wants to do it. This also prevents me from
using screen for radio or any other controls on the screen. I did report this incident to the
dealership where I purchased my car, but never heard back from them at all. Black screen for
back up cam and radio. Heated seat on drivers side doesn't work. While driving my car the ac
shut off the radio shut off and the radio display and the lights on the dashboard and the vehicle
slow down at flickered off for a moment then came back on and I stopped and turned the car off.
I then started it with no issues so I kept driving within less than half a mile it did it a second time
and I took my car home and let it sit. I have taken it to a Ford dealership and they can not find
the problem. This is the second time its happened to me since buying it used in August The
sync3 navigation system stops responding at different times while driving. The vehicles
navigation, radio, heat controls become inoperable. The functionality may be returned after a
reboot of the system. This happens when both parked and while operating the vehicle at normal
highway speeds. Radio was not picking up local stations. New antenna assembly was installed.
Still have weak radio reception on a few local stations. My vehicle has an issue where the hud
will stay on occasionally after turning off my car and leaving it. This drains my battery, leaving
my car completely dead. At one time it was unable to even jump start. This has happened twice,
when the vehicle has been shut off. Will often freeze or suddenly jump up or down. This
happens randomly, regardless if the vehicle is in motion or not. Left a local business heading to
another business on the other side of a fairly busy highway, when I pulled out in the
intersection, car lost all power. Hill side assist light came on, wrench, car was running, but yet
seemed disengaged as if it were in neutral or had no power going to transmission or wheels.
Was able to coast to side of the street, where I restarted the car once with no change, shut car
off again and left a bit longer before we starting, car cranked over very hard, did allow me to be
able to get off the highway into the gas station, still not at this point running like it should,
contacted local dealership service dept, after sitting approx 5 plus mins, car started, all dash
lights went out except the engine light. Told to bring car in to be checked out ASAP. From what
I've read on line this seems to be a fairly common problem,but a very dangerous problem. You
have no idea when this is going to happen and all power seems to be gone and you coasting in
busy traffic areas trying to get out of the other traffics way and prevent a accident. Very
unhappy with our vehicle at this point, have lost a lot of faith in what I can expect, a person,
family could easily be killed by the car performance. Hillside start assist light came on, wrench,
airbag symbol, stablity control, abs lights and stayed on our whole trip home approx 14 miles,
when car was shut off and restarted after a bit, all lights stayed off, garage informed, nothing
done about this issue, also have issues at our local kwik trip car sometimes won't start, not
detecting the key, seems they put out to strong of radio signals, key has to be placed by
transmiter to get car to start. During the heat of the day, engine will not start no clicking, no
sounds, nothing. Radio comes on, air comes on, I am able to change gears, roll down windows,
etc. There are no issues in the morning or evening when the day is cooler. The check engine
light does come on only when I am having the issue. Once car eventually starts, the check
engine light goes off. My car tried to get sirius xm radio activated but never could get it to work
it stated dysfunctionall something can't remember. Is there been a recall on these cars for this
reason. Thought it was something simple, found out different. Had back up camera fixed
previously and the next thing was this problem. Door latch on drivers door does not turn car
computer off when it is opened. Computer and radio will remain on unless passenger door is
opened and closed. Causing a drain on the battery causing it to be replaced. There is no alarm
warning when drivers doors is opened. The senor is not working at all. While driving on any
road the sensor will not notify you that your drivers door is opened or not closed correctly. The
door could open while driving I have taken it to the dealership and was advised by the service
adviser that it is a known safety issue but I should wait for the recall to get it fixed. I was driving
the vehicle in a parking structure and lost all power. I tried to restart it, no luck. Vehicle turned
back on after 2nd attempt to restart and seemed fine. I had the vehicle towed to downtown Ford

in sacramento, CA who said the issue "might have been the wiring panel" and claimed to fix it.
Second incident: August mileage: 35, vehicle was again in a parking structure and lost all
power. Vehicle was brought to folsom lake Ford in folsom, CA where they said they couldn't
find anything wrong after they kept the vehicle for almost 2 weeks. I was told "maybe radio
interference" caused the problem or maybe it was because I was in a cement parking structure.
I park in this same parking structure Monday - Friday and this issue doesn't happen everyday
so the location is not a factor. The vehicle looses all power randomly so I fear that when I am on
a freeway or traveling on a curvy road and experience this catastrophic failure, it could cause a
fatal crash. A case number cas was opened because we told Ford that I refuse to drive the
vehicle. Ford's csm contacted both me and my husband and requested that we continue to
drive the unsafe vehicle and have Ford install a monitoring device so that they can determine
the cause the next time this happens. I expressed that this is not a risk I am willing to take
because our lives matter. Second option is to turn over the vehicle to a Ford dealership and pay
for their technicians to performed "a long test drive" which would incur possibly thousands of
dollars in service hours and fuel. Not sure why the consumer would have to pay to fix a lemon
vehicle. Third option given by the csm was to have bbb buy back the vehicle which doesn't
appear to be an actual option available through bbb. Ford's csm told me "if we cannot recreate
the problem, then there is no problem. Drivers side door ajar light stays on all the time along
with the shift to park and engine on messages. Automatic locks dont work anymore. The radio
sometimes blanks completelt out. Taking it to the garge for the third time. Other people have
posted online with the same problems and Ford will not issue a recall or fix the problem
properly. Something needs to be done now to make Ford accountable for there vehicles. Door
ajar warning light comes on every time we get into the vehicle and never goes off no matter how
many times we close the door. Doors do not lock as car begins to move. Dome lights stay on for
extended period when we start driving and after we have parked the car at end of trip. Back up
camera doesn't function some of the time, and it never functions completely as it should. Car
horn goes off at random times while car is parked with no one near it. It is a random sounding
honking, not the consistent honk it makes when the panic button is pushed. Radio sometimes
will not turn on, and sometimes when radio is on while driving, it won't turn off, even after car is
turned off, key is taken out, we get out of car and lock it. Syncing system doesn't work right.
Phone calls disconnect randomly. Battery warning light comes on sometimes when we turn car
on; and dash display is delayed or doesn't come on. We have not had the car stall or start a fire
as yet, but are afraid that may come next, as we have ready the many complaints about the Ford
Edge problems and have found so many people have documented these exact complaints we
have listed, and others have had the very dangerous stalling or burning problem. How we hope
these problems will be investigated and Ford will be forced to fix these dangerous problems
before someone is injured or killed because of them. How can Ford not have addressed it yet?!.
Door ajar light stays on. This causes all dome lights to stay on, at night impairs vision when
backing up. Makes driving very unsafe for first few yards, dome and map lights then go off. This
is very unsafe and I have had one latch replaced. Now another is doing it. I feel Ford has know
of this problem for some time and should fix all doors on models affected, or find solution to
having lights stay on instead of just the warning light. I'm going to tape over my map lights until
trade in, and will not buy another Ford product if they don't provide a safe solution at their cost.
When it comes off it leaves a sharp Edge, thus resulting in three hand cuts in my family before
discovering what caused it. One resulting in an 83 year old with linger wound. Took Ford Edge
to dealer, who says this is happening to Edges and fusions, and new inside door handle was
ordered, in mean time duct tape covers the handle in a new care with less that 4, miles on it. Car
Problems. Other Common Equipment related problems of Ford Edge. Problem Category
Number of Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment problems.
Air Conditioner problems. Electrical Jack problems. Navigational global Positioning System
Gps problems. Automotive wiring in a Ford Edge vehicles are becoming increasing more
difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the
most time consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio,
xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier,
mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the
correct color car audio wires for your Ford Edge headlight bulb size you need for your low beam
or high beam and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light,
reverse light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Ford
Edge car radio wiring diagrams, Ford Edge car audio wiring diagrams, Ford Edge car stereo
wiring diagrams, Ford Edge car radio wiring schematics, Ford Edge car wiring diagrams and
cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you
to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend countless hours trying to figure out

which wires goes to which Ford Edge part or component. Use of the Ford Edge wiring
information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before
applying any information found here to your Ford Edge. If you would like to help the Modified
Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to
our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Hope this helps. Good luck
with your Ford Edge stereo installation. Is it possible to change the freq settings on a Ford Edge
to pick up European radio stations? Good luck with your Ford Escape stereo installation. Your
email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like
to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car
audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by
ModifiedLife. The Ford Edge crossover vehicle features an in-dash six-CD changer. Many Ford
owners have reported problems with the CD changer, which came standard in other model Ford
vehicles. Common problems included CDs getting stuck or not loading properly. Ford Edge
owners report that when they fill up the six-CD changer, the CDs will not play and several error
messages will appear on the digital readout. Attempts to eject the discs often do not work. This
problem has been reported in new and older Ford Edge vehicles and can be caused by a CD
that did not load properly. These errors can also be caused by improperly entered system
codes. Some Ford Edge owners have reported that their CD player will suddenly stop working
and read "CD Error" when they attempt to play CDs that have been sitting in the changer.
Attempt to eject and reload all of the CDs. The No. This may be related to a bent piece in the
system, or it can be due to homemade CD labels coming loose and getting jammed in the CD
changer. The six-CD changer is reportedly a low-output system and the sound may not be as
strong as some higher-end systems. Ford attributes this issue to the sound quality of the music
that is being played. Eileen Faust began her career in journalism in and has worked as an editor
for Greater Media Newspapers and the "Pottstown Mercury. Faust received a Bachelor of Arts in
writing from Rider University in Power Output The six-CD changer is reportedly a low-output
system and the sound may not be as strong as some higher-end systems. Skip to main content.
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